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Abstract. We performed a survey of sequence variation in a series of 20 genes involved in inflammation-related pathways for
association with dementia risk in twin and unrelated case-control samples consisting in total of 1462 Swedish dementia cases
and 1929 controls. For a total of 218 tested genetic markers, strong evidence was obtained implicating a region near AGER and
NOTCH4 on chromosome 6p with replication across both samples and maximum combined significance at marker rs1800625
(OR = 1.37, 95% CI 1.19–1.56, p = 1.36 × 10–6 ). Imputation of the associated genomic interval provided an improved signal at
rs8365, near the 3 UTR of AGER (p = 7.34 × 10–7 ). The associated region extends 120 kb encompassing 11 candidate genes.
While AGER encodes a key receptor for amyloid-␤ protein, an analysis of network context based upon genes now confirmed to
contribute to dementia risk (AβPP, PSEN1, PSEN2, CR1, CLU, PICALM, and APOE) suggested strong functional coupling to
NOTCH4, with no significant coupling to the remaining candidates. The implicated region occurs in the broad HLA locus on
chromosome 6p, but associated markers were not in strong LD with known variants that regulate HLA gene function, suggesting
that this may represent a signal distinct from immune-system pathways.
Keywords: Association, dementia, gene, inflammation NOTCH4
Supplementary data available online: http://www.j-alz.com/issues/24/vol24-3.html#supplementarydata01

INTRODUCTION
Dementia entails the progressive loss of cognitive
function over the course of many years and is one of
the most common disorders of aging with the majority of cases being due to Alzheimer’s disease (AD:
OMIM 104300). The postmortem characteristics of
AD necessary for a definitive diagnosis include the
observation of high levels of amyloid-␤ (A␤) deposits
∗ Correspondence to: Dr. Jonathan A. Prince, Department of Medical Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Karolinska Institutet, Nobels
väg 12A, 171 77 Stockholm, Sweden. Tel.: +46 (0)8 524 86008;
Fax: +46 (0)8 31 49 75; E-mail: Jonathan.Prince@ki.se.

in specific brain regions, intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles, neuronal loss, and synaptic damage. The
core finding of A␤ deposition is generally considered
causative, with the aggregation of the specific A␤42
cleavage product of A␤ aggregating readily into fibrils
and contributing to neurotoxicity [1]. Genetic findings also strongly support this basic mechanism, with
each of the recognized rare causative genes (AβPP,
PSEN1, and PSEN2) being shown to play a role in
A␤ metabolism [2–4]. In addition, the most widely
regarded common genetic risk factor for AD (APOE)
[5] also associates strongly with A␤ levels in the central
nervous system (CNS) [6, 7].
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The mechanism by which A␤ contributes to neurodegeneration and dementia remains largely unresolved. A central problem is that the majority of normal
individuals that die from causes other than dementing
illness also have a considerable accumulation of brain
A␤ [8]. This indicates that there is a mechanism by
which susceptibility to the toxic effects of A␤ varies
across individuals. One possible route by which neurons could experience variable vulnerability may be
via inflammation, in particular in relation to microglia
activation, the complement system, and inflammatory
cytokines [9]. In this regard, a link between inflammation and amyloid metabolism has been demonstrated
whereby the activation of microglia and subsequent
release of inflammatory mediators can be exacerbated
by aggregated A␤ [10]. The implication of inflammatory mechanisms to risk for dementia is not new
[11, 12], but systematic evidence is sparse, especially
in comparison to the literature on A␤. In particular, genetic studies specifically targeting inflammatory
genes have been relatively rare, and those that have
been conducted have been done so with small sample
sizes [13]. Against this background we undertook a
pathway approach to comprehensively evaluate common sequence variation in some of the most widely
studied genes involved in inflammation in relation to
dementia risk.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Human samples
The present study drew participants from four aging
twin studies stemming from the population-based
Swedish Twin Registry [14], and an independent nontwin case-control Swedish AD sample [15]. This study
was approved by the local ethical review board of
Stockholm. Across the samples, genotyping was successful in 3429 samples including 1462 dementia cases
(1204 with possible or probable AD diagnoses) and
1929 controls. Among the 258 non-AD dementia cases,
there were 127 with a vascular dementia diagnosis,
42 with a mixed dementia diagnosis, and the remaining having a non-specific diagnosis. This sample used
for analysis derives from a larger sample of 3775
individuals in which one member of MZ twin pairs
was removed at random. There were 874 men and
1055 women in the control group, and 551 men and
911 women in the dementia group. Average age-atsampling across cases and controls was 77.7 ± 8.7
(SD) years and age-at-onset for dementia/AD cases

was 75.3 ± 8.3 (SD) years (age-at-onset was available
for 1371 dementia cases). Both the twin and casecontrol samples were described in detail recently [15].
In brief, the twin samples are from the Swedish Adoption/Twin Study of Aging (SATSA) [16], the Origins
of Variance in the Oldest-Old (OCTO-Twin) [17], Sex
Differences in Health and Aging Study (GENDER)
[18], and the Study of Dementia in Swedish Twins
(HARMONY) [19]. The case-control sample was
comprised of unrelated individuals recruited from
three prospective longitudinal studies of patients with
dementia from Mölndal, Piteå, and Malmö, Sweden.
This total sample affords 80% power for the detection of a genetic effect size of approximately 1.2 (odds
ratio) at an alpha of 0.05 and given a risk allele frequency of 0.25. We conducted secondary analysis of
publicly available data of peripheral gene expression
levels in 193 brain samples from adults who lived to
65 years or older [20].
Gene and marker selection
Our selection of candidate genes involved screening of PubMed literature from 2003 to 2009. Titles
of papers were screened to establish relevance and
abstracts read of papers highlighting gene names
and/or inflammation pathway approaches. Key papers
purporting evidence of association of candidate genes
with dementia or AD were read in their entirety.
The list provided in Table 1 reflects some of the
most commonly studied genes in relation to inflammation and disease. We acknowledge that this list is far
from exhaustive, especially given the emerging detail
depicted in pathway and network based descriptions
(e.g., KEGG) [21].
Genetic markers for all candidate genes (including
20 kbp upstream of the transcription start site and
10 kbp downstream of the transcription end site) were
selected with previous findings, functional candidature, LD, and Illumina SNP design score as criteria (the
full final list is shown in Supplementary Table 1; available online: http://www.j-alz.com/issues/24/vol24-3.
html#supplementarydata01). Illumina scores were calculated by an algorithm developed by the company that
predicts success of the assay for the marker. Based
on the genotype data for CEU samples of HapMap
Release 22, all polymorphic markers in the dataset
were taken into consideration. At first, LD blocks
were searched with Haploview 4.0 [22]. Prioritization
included markers in exons, within 80 bp of exon boundaries, and within 1 kb upstream from the 1st exon or
downstream from the last exon of any predicted gene
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Table 1
Genes with putative involvement in inflammation tested for association with dementia
Gene
symbol

Location

PLA2G2A
APCS
CRP
PTGS2
IL1A
IL1B
REST
TNF
AGER
PLA2G7
IL6
SERPINE1
CHRM2
LOC729983
SAA1
BDNF
NR1H3
SERPINA3
SELS
NR1H2

Chr1-20.1 Mb
Chr1-157.8 Mb
Chr1-157.9 Mb
Chr1-184.9 Mb
Chr2-113.2 Mb
Chr2-113.3 Mb
Chr4-57.4 Mb
Chr6-31.6 Mb
Chr6-32.2 Mb
Chr6-46.7 Mb
Chr7-22.7 Mb
Chr7-100.5 Mb
Chr7-136.2 Mb
Chr9-22.1 Mb
Chr11-18.2 Mb
Chr11-27.6 Mb
Chr11-47.2 Mb
Chr14-94.1 Mb
Chr15-99.6 Mb
Chr19-55.5 Mb

SNPs
designed

SNPs
genotyped

18
11
6
14
10
10
2
16
14
21
16
12
9
2
21
11
11
17
11
5

16
11
6
12
10
9
2
13
12
18
16
11
9
2
18
11
11
16
10
4

SNPs genotyped refers to markers successfully genotyped with call
rates above 90%.
Markers were excluded due to complete assay failure, call rates
below 90%, or significant deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.

in UCSC genome browser, and SNPs that can tag the
LD blocks. Among the markers outside of LD blocks,
those which could be prioritized by the same scheme
were included. After selection, Illumina scores for all
markers were calculated and those that did not satisfy
the criteria for Illumina probe chemistry were replaced
with a SNP in perfect LD if available (r2 = 1) or other
tagging SNP. Coverage in terms of total number of
markers for each candidate gene is shown in Table 1.
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inter-space. Further details of CSF collection can be
found elsewhere [23]. CSF A␤42 was determined
using a sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) (Innotest b-amyloid (1-42), Innogenetics,
Ghent, Belgium) constructed to specifically measure
A␤42 [24]. The microtubule-associated protein tau,
a CSF marker of neuronal degeneration, was determined using a sandwich ELISA (Innotest hTAU-Ag,
Innogenetics, Ghent, Belgium) constructed to measure total tau, i.e., all isoforms of tau irrespective of
phosphorylation state [25].
Statistics
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for individual loci was
assessed using the Pearson 2 statistic. To account for
intra-class correlation between twin-pairs, the statistical significance of genetic association for each marker
with dementia risk was estimated using multilevel
mixed-effects logistic regression as implemented as the
xtlogit function in STATA v11.0. We also present analyses (Supplementary Table 1) using alternating logistic
regression that likewise account for pair dependency
[26, 27]. Models were fit by full maximum likelihood. The sample used in the present study is derived
from a larger number of individuals where for MZ
twin-pairs, one co-twin was selected at random and
removed. Tests of genotypes versus CSF quantitative
traits in a maximum of 838 non-twin samples (CSF
total tau, phosphorylated tau (p-tau) and CSF A␤42 )
were conducted using ANOVA in STATA v11.0. For
total dementia onset age (AAO), mixed linear regression accounting for twin correlations was performed
using xtmixed implemented in STATA.
Network analyses

Genotyping
Genotyping was performed using the Illumina
GoldenGate assay system on Illumina BeadStation
500GX equipment, currently housed and implemented
at the Uppsala University SNP Technology Platform
(http://www.medsci.uu.se/molmed/snpgenotyping/me
thods.htm). Prior to use on the Illumina system, all
samples were subjected to Whole Genome Amplification (WGA) using standard kits involving Phi29 DNA
polymerase (Amersham).
Cerebrospinal ﬂuid (CSF) biomarkers
CSF samples were obtained in the AD case-control
study by lumbar puncture in the L3/L4 or L4/L5

We evaluated functional coupling of candidate genes
from the genetic association analysis in a gene network predicted using the FunCoup resource [28].
Smaller sub-networks could be investigated via a webbased network browser. To estimate significance of
functional coupling between a particular gene of interest and a pre-defined gene group we used custom
software that implemented a previously proposed randomization algorithm [29]. The procedure entails the
re-wiring of randomized networks in such a way that
the number of links for each node in the network is
preserved, while network neighbors are shuffled. The
real, i.e., FunCoup-predicted, network was randomized
100 times. After every randomization, connections
between a gene of interest i and all genes of group j
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were counted. These counts were used to calculate the
mean n̂ij and standard deviation σij . Together with the
respective number of links in the real network nij , these
values produced one-sided z-scores that conveyed significance:
z=

nij − n̂ ij
σij

The z-scores were then converted to p-values by a
standard procedure for normal distributions. Optionally, either direct or indirect (via a shared network
neighbor) connections could be analyzed. For the latter,
links were counted in every case where some gene was
a network neighbor simultaneously to both the gene of
interest i and a gene from group j.

RESULTS
We prioritized a list of 237 genetic markers spanning 20 candidate genes (Table 1) for which genotyping
assays were then designed and tested in a total of 3430
Swedish DNA samples. For all markers, genotyping
was performed in duplicate in a subset of 100 individuals. We also tested for significant allele-frequency from
HapMap data for European populations and compared
markers overlapping with our study. Genotypes were
obtained for a total of 220 markers with call rates above
70% across all samples. Six of these markers had call
rates between 70% and 90%, with the remainder being
above 90%. For duplicate genotyping, one marker had
2 discrepancies, 8 had 1 discrepancy only, and the
remaining markers had no discrepant genotype calls.
Marker loss was essentially randomly distributed (i.e.,
there were no genomic regions with increased missingness). There were 2 cases of what we considered

extreme (p < 10–9 ) deviation from Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium (for rs3753827 and rs12438654). For these
2 markers, genotyping success rates were below 90%,
and these genotypes were thus excluded from subsequent analyses.
The 218 remaining markers were initially tested for
association with dementia in both the main and replication data sets (represented by twin and non-twin
samples, respectively) using multilevel mixed-effects
logistic regression to account for twin structure within
the twin set and standard logistic regression in the
non-twin set. The full results in the two independent
sets as well as combined evidence of association in
the full sample are shown in Supplementary Table 1.
The results of the combined analysis for the top 10
single markers are shown in Table 2. The top two
markers exceeded significance in the context of multiple testing and strict Bonferroni correction based upon
number of tests (the threshold given this number is
p < 0.00023). There were 23 markers that exceeded
an uncorrected significance level of p < 0.05, which
is more than the 11 expected by chance. There were
6 markers that exceeded an uncorrected p < 0.01, compared to 2 expected by chance. We attributed this
inflation to linkage disequilibrium, which can be seen
readily in Supplementary Table 1 where the top 23
markers for the combined analysis occur in 16 distinct
loci.
The most significant finding was for rs1800625
which was significant in both independent samples
(combined OR 1.37, 95% CI 1.19–1.56, p = 1.36 ×
10–6 ) located near AGER, which was the specific candidate gene in that region that was targeted in the present
study. Two additional significant markers (rs204995,
and rs204993) were in relatively strong LD with
rs1800625 (r2 = 0.83 and 0.62, respectively). For all

Table 2
Top10 most associated markers with dementia
Marker
rs1800625
rs204995
rs10916683
rs12218
rs204993
rs3796530
rs1800629
rs361525
rs1446963
rs20417

Nearest gene

Odds ratios

p-value

Risk allele (type)

A␤42 p

AAO p

PBX2
PBX2
PLA2G2A
SAA1
PBX2
REST
TNF
TNF
APCS
PTGS2

1.37, 1.19–1.56
1.32, 1.17–1.51
1.29, 1.12–1.48
1.19, 1.08–1.32
1.18, 1.06–1.33
1.35, 1.11–1.65
1.20, 1.04–1.39
1.48, 1.11–2.00
1.18, 1.05–1.33
1.18, 1.03–1.36

1.36E-06
4.68E-06
6.61E-04
1.31E-03
1.47E-03
3.01E-03
3.58E-03
7.61E-03
1.36E-02
2.15E-02

A (G/A)
A (G/A)
A (G/A)
G (G/A)
A (G/A)
G (G/A)
G (G/A)
G (G/A)
G (G/A)
C (C/G)

1.76E-01
4.31E-01
1.34E-01
2.66E-01
7.75E-01
1.77E-01
5.24E-01
3.62E-01
6.14E-01
8.06E-01

9.48E-01
7.52E-01
3.60E-02
1.06E-01
8.63E-01
7.20E-02
5.62E-01
1.94E-01
2.61E-01
5.17E-01

Combined significance for dementia risk in two independent samples was determined using xtlogit (STATA) to correct
for twin correlation structure.
Odds ratios (ORs) are reported with 95% confidence intervals.
Association with A␤42 was evaluated with ANOVA in both cases and controls with a disease class covariate.
Age at onset (AAO) was evaluated using xtmixed (STATA) to account for twin structure.
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three markers the common alleles were associated with
increased risk. Marker rs204995 was also significant
in both twin and non-twin samples (see Supplementary
Table 1). Testing rs1800625 across gender in the total
sample indicated similar effect sizes in both women
(OR 1.38, 95% CI 1.15–1.65, p = 3.60 × 10–4 ) and men
(OR 1.34, 95% CI 1.08–1.64, p = 3.02 × 10–3 ). The
common allele of marker rs1800625 was also significantly enriched when only possible and probable AD
cases were compared with controls (OR 1.38, 95% CI
1.19–1.60, p = 7.82 × 10–6 ). The effect of rs1800625
was also significant when only the non-AD dementia
population (258 individuals) was compared with controls (OR 1.38, 95% CI 1.02–1.89, p = 0.038). Given
the established role of APOE in dementia risk, stratification by APOE 4 carrier status was also performed
in addition to a joint logistic regression model considering both rs429358 (the marker that defines 4
status) and rs1800625 together. In the 4 stratified
model, the association of dementia and rs1800625
was significant in both groups but the effect size estimate was much higher in 4 non-carriers (OR 1.45,
95% CI 1.20–1.77, p = 2.67 × 10–5 ) versus 4 carriers (OR 1.23, 95% CI 1.02–1.53, p = 0.036). The
effect size estimate for rs1800625 remained significant
when rs429358 in APOE was included as a covariate
(OR 1.38, 95% CI 1.19–1.60, p = 4.43 × 10–6 ).
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Marker rs1800625 resides in an LD region spanning at least 120 kb across multiple gene targets, and
is specifically located between the 3 -UTR of PBX2
and promoter of AGER. There are 11 genes that
reside in the local neighborhood of AGER, including (from pter-qter along chromosome 6p) ATF6B,
FKBPL, PRRT1, PPT2, EGFL8, AGPAT1, RNF5,
AGER, PBX2, GPSM3, and NOTCH4. To generate a
more comprehensive view of LD in our sample, we
used IMPUTE [30] to probabilistically infer additional
genotypes from the AGER region. Linkage disequilibrium in the entire chromosome 6p HLA region is
problematic with many markers exhibiting long range
correlations and no clear LD block structure. For this
reason, we performed imputation in a large 400 kb window around rs1800625, but only retained genotypes
in which posterior probability estimates exceeded 0.9
with a genotype call rate of greater than 90%. The
resultant overview of directly typed and imputed markers tested for association with dementia is shown in
Fig. 1. The window was truncated on either side at
points where 3 or more consecutive markers had posterior probabilities of less than 0.9. Within the window,
there was one marker (rs8365) that exhibited slightly
better significance than rs1800625, but they are perfect proxies (r2 = 1). The posterior probability estimate
for rs8365 was 0.971 and the call rate was 91.2%.

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the AGER region extending from marker rs11654482 to marker rs854764 on chromosome 6p, depicting unadjusted
allelic association of –log10 P (Y-axis) values for 110 genetic markers in the X-axis in relation to the full dementia versus control sample with a
maximum for rs1800625. The figure was generated using Locuszoom (http://csg.sph.umich.edu/locuszoom).
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Using the directly genotyped and imputed marker
lists, we searched for validated markers (SNPs with
population frequency data from HapMap and average heterozygosities above 0.1) where the alternative
alleles code for different amino acids and thus might
have a putative functional role for a particular gene.
Across the region, there were only 3 such markers
that could be imputed with high probability in our
data set (from pter to qter; rs2070600, rs422951, and
rs520803). The only validated amino-acid changing
variant in AGER (rs2070600) was in low LD with
rs1800625 (r2 = 0.007). The two remaining markers
occur in NOTCH4, which is also the longest of the
11 represented genes, and neither was in strong LD
with rs1800625 (r2 < 0.01 for both).
In the absence of evidence of association with common protein coding sequence variants, we explored
for regulatory sequence variation in the region. For
this we utilized a publicly available resource with both
genetic marker and expression data from a previous
genome-wide study to search for association of markers with expression traits [20]. The sample consists of
expression-level measurements of 14,077 transcripts in
cortical brain regions for a maximum of 193 individuals. Among the genetic markers tested in the study of
Myers and colleagues [20], rs1800625 was not represented, but there were several perfect proxies available.
From these proxies, the marker in the closest proximity
of rs1800625 (rs3130348) was chosen and tested for
association with normalized target transcript levels for
each of the genes in the region using PLINK [31]. All
eleven genes from the AGER region were represented
in the expression profiling experiment. From this analysis, there was marginal evidence of association with
AGER (p = 0.023) and NOTCH4 (p = 0.019), with the
common allele of rs3130348 being associated with
increased AGER expression and increased NOTCH4
expression. We also tested rs3130348 against HLA
transcripts within 500 kb of AGER that were present
in the expression experiment (this included HLA-DRA,
HLA-DRB5, HLA-DRB2, and HLA-DQA1), but there
was no evidence of association for any of these genes
(␣ = 0.05). We did note that expression levels for several of the genes were highly correlated, the strongest
being for GPSM3 and NOTCH4 (r2 = 0.24), indicative
of common regulation.
In order to further address the question of which
of the 11 genes on 6p might be a better candidate for
dementia, we investigated their functional context in
a gene network using the FunCoup web site for visualization and purpose-built software (see methods) for
statistical testing of the same FunCoup gene network

[28]. In this analysis, ten of the eleven (no links were
available for GPSM3) candidates were tested individually for network connectivity with a base set of genes
now confirmed to contribute to dementia risk (APOE,
AβPP, PSEN1, PSEN2, CLU, CR1, and PICALM).
NOTCH4 connected to the base set via direct interactions with PSEN1 and PSEN2 (Fig. 2). An alternative
test that counted connections indirectly, i.e., via network neighbors, was also used. However again, only
NOTCH4 was significantly enriched in functional connections to the base set (9 shared neighbors with 3.83
expected by chance; p0 ∼ 0.01). The results of the
network analysis for all the candidates are shown in
Table 3. We also expanded the network to test for genes
that had direct connectivity to the base set with at least
1 direct link to the base set and none in the randomized networks. This resulted in a total of 69 genes, and
notably included NOTCH1, NOTCH2, and NOTCH3
(see Supplementary Table 2).
From Fig. 1 there was an indication that there
might be multiple independent association signals in
the AGER region. This can be seen as markers that
are significantly associated with dementia, but not in
particularly strong LD with rs1800625. The strongest
of these markers, rs1044506 (located near a potential
splice-site in NOTCH4), was imputed (posterior probability 0.942) with an effect estimate of OR 0.58, 95%
CI 0.45–0.76, p = 8.55 × 10–6 . We performed a joint
logistic regression analysis including both rs1800625
and rs1044506 to explore if they represent independent
signals. The independent significance for each marker
in the combined test was p = 1.4 × 10–4 for rs1800625
and p = 1.3 × 10–4 for rs1044506. There was no indication that these two variants were interacting, as
evidenced by lack of significance of a multiplicative
interaction term in the regression model.
Given the focus on AGER in the present study and
due to its putative involvement in amyloid binding [32]
we also sought evidence of genetic association with a
measure of CNS beta-amyloid metabolism. For this,
CSF A␤42 levels were evaluated in relation to the top
ten results for genetic association with dementia risk
and the findings are presented in Table 2. We also
included two measures of tau protein (total tau and
phosphorylated tau), which also accumulates abnormally in dementia, but neither were associated with
any of the top 10 markers (not shown). Additionally,
there was no convincing evidence of association of the
ten variants with age at onset of dementia (Table 2).
Finally, among the genes in the full set of results
we also searched for evidence of regions where there
were 2 or more significant markers associating with
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Fig. 2. Sub-network of candidate genes from this study and known Alzheimer’s disease genes. The sub-networks were generated with a query
to FunCoup web site (http://funcoup.sbc.su.se) so that only a part of the functional links is shown (algorithm #1, selection by centrality and
confidence). Most of the indirect links counted in Table 3 are thus hidden. Lines represent the experimental evidence of functional links: Red,
known protein–protein interactions; Blue, mRNA co-expression; Green, protein co-expression. Node colors: Yellow, candidate genes from this
study; Magenta, the base set of known Alzheimer’s disease genes (CR1 had no links in the FunCoup network); Grey, other genes. Node sizes
are proportional to the number of connections for each gene in the whole network.

Table 3
Statistical analysis of candidate genes in a network of functional coupling
Gene

NOTCH4
EGFL8
AGPAT1
RNF5
AGER
FKBPL
ATF6B
PBX2
PPT2
PRRT1
GPSM3

Direct links to base set*

Indirect links to base set* (via common neighbor)

N, in real
network

N, mean in 100
permuted networks

Standard
deviation

p

N, in real
network

N, mean in 100
permuted networks

Standard
deviation

p

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
NA

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
NA

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.305
0.000
0.000
0.000
NA

<1.00e-16
–
–
–
–
–
0.626
–
–
–
NA

9
9
0
4
6
10
66
0
0
0
NA

3.83
9.30
0.30
5.80
10.37
15.43
93.10
13.53
0.00
0.00
NA

2.38
3.21
0.54
2.12
2.92
3.53
10.45
3.35
0.000
0.000
NA

0.015
0.413
0.713
0.802
0.933
0.938
0.995
0.999
–
–
NA

* The whole human gene network predicted in FunCoup (version 1.1) was considered, i.e., all 2291931 links between 17151 known genes
from evidence of 8 data types in humans and six eukaryotic model organisms. The base gene set consists of APOE, AβPP, PSEN1, PSEN2,
CR1, CLU, and PICALM; NA = not available.

dementia but that were in low LD with each other.
There was one such case in the region around TNF
with markers rs1800629 and rs361525 each showing
marginal evidence of association but with LD being
very low between the two (r2 = 0.0041). As was done

for AGER above, we tested a joint logistic regression
model to demonstrate their independence, which gave
p = 1.5 × 10–3 for rs1800629 and p = 2.6 × 10–3 for
rs361525. There was no evidence that the two variants
were interacting.
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DISCUSSION
We conducted an analysis of sequence variation
in commonly studied genes involved in inflammation
pathways and tested these for genetic association with
dementia. From twenty investigated regions, we identified a genomic interval near the AGER gene that
associates significantly with dementia in two independent samples. We implemented several additional
strategies to augment this study in order to singleout a specific gene candidate and these are discussed
below.
The issue of isolating a specific gene in a region of
association still constitutes one of the greatest challenges in genetic association studies and the present
study is no exception. The interval around AGER
includes 10 additional genes, but the extent of linkage
disequilibrium in the region limits the implication of
one particular candidate over the others. We attempted
to single-out one of the genes in the interval with a combination of gene expression analysis, together with a
gene network analysis that we have developed and previously employed [33]. For expression analyses, there
was weak evidence of association for the variant most
strongly associated with dementia when tested against
expression levels of transcripts coding for AGER and
NOTCH4, with a lack of significant signals for the
other genes in the region (no other markers at p < 0.05).
It should be noted that many of the HLA genes near
AGER are strongly regulated by genetic polymorphism
but none of those variants were in LD with our associated markers.
We used a network-based modeling strategy to
understand the various genes in the 6p genomic interval as they relate to the biology of known AD genes
(specifically APOE, AβPP, PSEN1, PSEN2, PICALM,
CR1, and CLU). This was based upon the growing
appreciation of functional network analyses to understanding the biological role and prioritization of
candidate genes [34]. The principle is that if any of
the candidates in the 6p region have stronger evidence of functional coupling to the aforementioned
AD genes, it might serve as an important indication
that the particular gene plays a role in pathways that
are common to all or most of the genes. The software selected for this analysis (FunCoup) was chosen
specifically since it is driven primarily by experimental data, with the greatest weight being obtained by
protein–protein interaction data and gene expression
correlations. Interestingly, the seven base genes were
highly connected with each other (Fig. 2). In testing the various genes, the only significant evidence of

functional coupling was obtained for NOTCH4, which
had connections to both PSEN1 and PSEN2 (Fig. 2).
The literature on the various genes from the associated region favors AGER due to its putative role as a
receptor for A␤ as well at its involvement in inflammation [32, 35]. Although there was weak evidence that
AGER transcription might be regulated by the polymorphisms that are associated with dementia, we consider
the evidence of network connectivity to provide a more
convincing argument for implicating a causative gene.
However, FunCoup’s sensitivity to true biological links
is still incomplete as it heavily depends on the amount
of experimental data for a given gene (protein interaction assays, expression profiles, etc.). Nonetheless, the
significance of the relationship between NOTCH4 and
the base AD gene set was very strong, with few other
individual genes in the genome capable of attaining that
level of connectivity to this set. There exists only limited literature on NOTCH4, and at present nothing that
relates it specifically to dementia or AD. NOTCH4,
like other NOTCH proteins, functions in the implementation of differentiation, proliferation, and apoptotic programs, and may be primarily involved in the
development of the vascular system. However, Notch
signaling in general has been studied and discussed
fairly extensively in relation to dementia [36]. In this
regard a common theme is that the gamma-secretase
complex influences both A␤42 production and Notch
signaling, though the latter may be more linked to
carcinogenesis than dementia [37]. One possible connection with dementia is that mutations in NOTCH3,
which has strong homology with NOTCH4, cause
cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL)
[38]. With CADASIL, patients progress to subcortical dementia. We considered the possibility that the
association near NOTCH4 might be related to vascular
dementia, but noted that the association was equally
strong when only pure AD cases were considered.
Three large-scale genome-wide association studies
on AD have now been conducted, with at least 3
genes (CR1, PICALM, and CLU) in addition to APOE
now believed to contribute to risk [39–41]. Together
however, these explain less than 2% of the genetic
component of AD. It was interesting that one of the
new candidate genes, CR1, is intimately involved in the
complement system and represents the first convincing genetic finding linking the inflammation system to
AD. The AGER region also includes several complement genes (C2, C4A, C4B), raising the issue that we
might be capturing the effects of any of these by virtue
of LD with the significant markers. There was how-
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ever no evidence of association with complement gene
expression with our associated variants, nor LD with
putative functional protein changing variants in those
genes. Neither of the two large-scale genome-wide
association studies that have been performed highlights
AGER specifically but both do indicate association
further downstream, closer to HLA genes, at around
32.5 Mb. These however most likely represent signals
distinct from our study, in that LD is low between our
most strongly associated variants and theirs. However
we cannot exclude the possibility that LD relationships differ between the various populations which is
a strong characteristic of the HLA region, in particular as it relates to north and south gradients in Europe
[42]. Our sample consisted primarily of AD cases, but
we performed analyses using both a pure AD set, the
full dementia sample, and only the non-AD dementia
cases. The effect size estimates were equivalent however, suggesting that an effect of sequence variants near
AGER/NOTCH4 may be generalized to multiple forms
of dementia.
In summary, we have identified a potential association of sequence variation in the vicinity of AGER on
chromosome 6p with dementia and AD. Further replication studies in alternative populations are warranted,
as are functional studies and a continued application
of bioinformatics to refine the more precise location of
the association signal.
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